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EBN AL-'ARABI

the nature of the knowledge that is unveiled to those
who travel through the ascending stations or stand
points of human perfection. God's friends are those
who inherit their knowledge, stations, and states
from the prophets, the last of whom was Mol)ammad.
When Ebn al-'ArabT claimed to be the "seal of the
Molpmmadan friends" (fs<iram al-awli<i' al1110�,ammadiya), he was saying that no one after him
would inherit fully from the prophet Mol)ammad.
Muslim friends of God would continue to exist until
the end of time, but now they would inherit from
other prophets inasmuch as those prophets represent
certain aspects of Mol)ammad's all-embracing mes
sage (Chodkiewicz, 1986).
The most famous idea attributed to Ebn al-'ArabT is
wahdar al-wojiid "the oneness of being." Although
he ·never employs the term, the idea is implicit
throughout his writings. In the manner of both
theologians and philosophers, Ebn al-'ArabT em
ploys the term wojiid to refer to God as the Necessary
Being. Like them, he also attributes the term to
everything other than God, but he insists that wojiid
does not belong to the things found in the cosmos in
any real sense. Rather, the things borrow wojiid from
God, much as the earth borrows light from the sun.
The issue is how wojiid can rightfully be attributed to
the things, also called "entities" (a'y<i11). From the
perspective of 1a11zih, Ebn al-'ArabT declares that
wojiid belongs to God alone, and, in his famous
phrase, the things "have never smelt a whiff of
wojiid." From the point of view of rasbih, he affirms
that all things are wojiid's self-disclosure (lajal/i) or
self-manifestation (;ohiir). In sum, all things arc
"He/not He" (howa l<i howa), which is to say that
they are both God and other than Goc.l, both woj11d
and other than woj11d.
The intermediateness of everything that can be
perceived by the senses or the mind brings us back to
imagination, a term that Ebn al-'ArabT applies not
only to a mode of understanding that grasps identity
rather than difference, but also to the World of
Imagination. which is silllated between the two fun
damental worlds that make up the cosmos-the world
of spirits and the world of bodies-and which brings
together the qualities of the two sides. In addition,
Ebn al-'ArabT refers to the whole cosmos as imagina
tion, because it combines the a11ributes of woj11d and
uller nonexistence (Chittick. 1989).
lnf/11e11ce 011 Persian Sufis and Philosophers.
Tracing Ebn al-'ArabT's influence in any detail
must await an enormous amount of research into
both his own writings anc.l the works of later authors.
Most modern scholars agree that his influence is
obvious in much of the theoretical writing of later
Sufism and discernible in works by theologians and
philosophers.
Wa�1da1 al-woj11d. invariably associated with Ebn
al-'ArabT's name, is the most famous single theoreti
cal issue in Sufi works of the later period, especially
111 the area under Persian cultural influence. Not

everyone thought it was an appropriate concept. and
scholars such as Ebn TaymTya (d. 728/1328) at
tacked it vehemently. In fact, Ebn Taymiya deserves
much of the credit for associating this idea with Ebn
al-'ArabT's name and for making it the criterion. as it
were, of judging whether an author was for or against
Ebn al-'ArabT (on this complex issue, sec Chittick.
forthcoming).
Although Ebn al-'Arabi's name is typically associ
ated with theoretical issues, this should not suggest
that his influence reached only learned Sufis. He
was the author of many practical works on Sufism,
including collections of prayers, and he transmitted
a fserqa that was worn by a number of later shaikhs of
various orders. As M. Chodkiewicz ( 1991) has
illustrated, his radiance permeated all levels of Sufi
life and practice, from the most elite to the most
popular, and this has continuec.l down to modern
times. Today, indeed, his influence seems to be on
the increase, both in the Islamic world and in the
West. The Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi Society, which
publishes a journal in Oxford, is only one of many
signs of a renewed attention to his teachings.
Ebn al-'Arabi's first important contact with Per
sian Islam may have come through one of his teach
ers, MakTn-al-DTn Abii Soja' Zaher b. Rostam
E�fahanT, whom he met in Mecca in 598/1202 and
with whom he studied the !ja�1il1 of TermegT. He
speaks especially highly of MakTn-al-DTn ·s elderly
sister, whom he calls Say!sat-al-�lejaz ("Mistress of
1-Jejaz"), Fakr-al-Nesii' ("Pride of womankind'') bent
Rostam, adding that she was also Fakr-al-Rejal
("Pride of men") and that he had studied 1-ladith with
her. It was Makin-al-Din's daughter, Ne�iim, who
inspired Ebn al-'Arabi to write his famous collection
of poetry, Ta1jom<i11 al-a.fw<iq (Nicholson, pp. 3-4:
Jahang1r1, pp. 59-62).
In 602/1205 Ebn al-'ArabT met the well-known
Sufi Awl)ad-al-DTn KermanT (d. 635/1238) in Konya
and became his close friend: he mentions him on a
number of occasions in the Fo111�1<i1 (Chodkiewicz et
al., pp. 288, 563; Addas, pp. 269-73). AwlJad-al
DTn's biographer tells us that Ebn al-'ArabT en
trusted his stepson Qiinawi to AwlJad-al-DTn for
training (Foriizanfar, pp. 86-87), and QiinawT con
firms in a leller that he was Kermani's companion
for two years, traveling with him as far as Shiraz
(Chittick, 1992b, p. 261 ).
QiinawT is the most important intermediary through
which Ebn al-'ArabT's teachings passed into the
Persian-speaking world. I-le taught Hadith for many
years in Konya and was on good terms with Jaliil-al
DTn RiimT, but there is no evidence in Rii mT's work s
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II.

The first of Ebn al-'Arabi's works to be translated
into Persian was the Fo.yii.f, not as an independent
work, but rather in the midst of the commentaries by
Baba Rokn-al-Din and others. A translation without
commentary was made by 'Abd-al-d affar b.
Mol)ammad-'Ali; an autograph version, written in
I008/1685, is found in the Salar Jung Library in
Hyderabad (Deccan) (Ta!fawwof33; other copies are
found in the Andhra PradeshState Library, Ta,rnwwof
464 and Jadid 4248). Several short works by Ebn al
'Arabi on Sufi practice, including al-Anwiir, Asriir
a/-�alwa, ff aqiqat aHwqci'eq, and// elyat al-aw/iii'
were translated in the 8-9th/14-15th centuries (for
the Persian text of these and other minor works, sec
Mayel Hcravi, 1988). A manuscript (Andhra Pradesh,
Jadid 1461) cal led Sar�1-e Foti'i�1iir. probably by
Shaikh Mo)Jebb-Allah Elahabadi, is the second vol
ume (fols. 357-747) of a work that includes transla
tions of and commentary on long passages from the
F otii�1iit. Several of Elahabadi's long Persian works
provide extensive translations from the Fot 11�uit.
Among Persian Sufis who were especially influen
tial in the Arabic-speaking countries of Islam, one
can mention 'Abd-al-Karim Jili (d. 832/1428), au
thor of numerous independently-minded works, who
settled in the Yemen and contributed to the wide
spread interest in Ebn al-'Arabi's writings there (see
Knysh, 1992a). Finally, it is worth noting that most
followers of Ebn al-'Arabi in Persia wrote their
theoretical works in Arabic. In contrast. the Indian
subcontinent witnessed an enormous outpouring of
Persian writing pertaining to this school of thougl�t,
a legacy largely ignored by modern scholars, even 111
the subcontinent itself (Chittick, 1992d).
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